UCLA Extension Partners for Success

UCLA Extension is known for its courses, professional certificates and collaboration with individuals, corporate and campus units because every professional, organization and team has unique learning goals. Explore our programs >>

The changing nature of work demands knowledge driven creativity, teamwork, leadership and lifelong learning.

Through our existing programs – 100+ professional certificates – or with custom designed one, UCLA Extension offers one-day seminars to 12-week courses, in class or online - to develop high skills and knowledge, leadership, efficiency, or boost group performance.

With industry practitioners we help your division fill knowledge and/or skills gaps with
- Custom assessment of goals and needs
- UCLA-backed curriculum
- On-site, on-campus, or online
- Expert instruction
- Dedicated support from our team

To date our successful campus program collaborations include business, engineering, GIS, health sciences, tribal legal studies and other programs.

Partner with us for training and skills for your team. Contact Helen Williams at hwilliam@uclaextension.edu or call 310-825-7729, or visit Custom Programs and Corporate Education.